SAFETY PRIMER FEED INSTRUCTIONS

1. Make sure any ram, primer arm, and primer tool are properly seated in their respective places.
2. Install the primer feed bracket. Use supplied #8-32 screws.
3. Use exclusive safety scales with magnetic dampening and safety level for primer feed.
4. Use 1/4"-20 threaded connection and safety screw in place of ram.
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Lee Auto-Drum Powder Measure

- A high-speed, all-in-one powder measure that can handle loads from 1 to 80 grains of powder.
- Includes two infinitely adjustable powder measure drums.
- Quick change drum allows instant press change. It’s so sturdy that you can resize the monster 50 BMG case, then quickly go to a smaller press for priming or other operations without changing it and is made removable with the quick release.

Lee Safety Powder Scale

- An accuracy and sensitive powder scale made exclusively to weigh gun powder. The Lee Safety Powder Scale has magnetic dampening and an app to assist its weight upset enclosed within its heavy metal base. The exclusive safety breach has a stainless steel razor edge for maximum sensitivity. You can be sure that this Lee Safety Scale will retain its original factory accuracy for as long as it is not physically broken.

Lee Auto-Bench Prime

- Allows direct filling from large primer boxes. Includes priming assemblies for large and small primers, and includes a primer skirt for larger and small primers. The plastic skirt for larger primers can also be removed for primers larger than 50 primer boxes. It is the easiest to use, most accurate, and sensitive powder scale made exclusively to weigh gun powder. The Lee Safety Powder Scale has magnetic dampening and an app to assist its weight upset enclosed within its heavy metal base. The exclusive safety breach has a stainless steel razor edge for maximum sensitivity. You can be sure that this Lee Safety Scale will retain its original factory accuracy for as long as it is not physically broken.

Lee Breech Lock Classic Cast

- Made in USA
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CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR PURCHASE OF THE LEE BREECH LOCK CLASSIC CAST PRESS.

READ THIS MANUAL CAREFULLY TO FAMILIARIZE YOURSELF WITH THE OPERATION AND SAFETY PRECAUTIONS TO MAKE THE CAST PRESS A SAFE AND PLEASANT EXPERIENCE TO USE.

The Lee Breech Lock Classic Cast Press includes two primer arms, one each for .223/.556 and .308/7.62x51mm. The primer arm assembly is pinned to the ram and may be removed for cleaning. The primer arm assembly includes two primer arm plungers. Each primer arm plunger is a primer attachment arm.

The Lee Breech Lock Classic Cast Press includes a bullet puller and a case mouth lifter. The bullet puller is used to pull bullets out of cases for reloading. The case mouth lifter is used to lift cases out of the press for reloading.
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